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ABSTRACT
In an office context, engagement is a critical metric for determining the wellbeing of employees and
the success of a company. Unfortunately, it is often hard to understand and keep track of. In this
paper, we presented two designs of light fixture which utilize a user’s biodata and displays the user’s
emotional engagement in the workplace through color and shape change. This helps office culture
on two levels. On an intrapersonal level, the two designs can aid self-discovery. In an interpersonal
context, they help people understand one another better and thereby interact with each other more
appropriately. Improved understanding of ourselves and our colleagues at work can aid in better day-
to-day interactions and work habits. More importantly, it can provide a foundation for conversations
about a better work culture as a whole.

Figure 1: The usage of Element head lamp
developed in this project in a flexible
working space. The video demonstration
could be accessed via: https://vimeo.com/
251813730
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INTRODUCTION
In the digital era, people are often overwhelmed by information, either for business or private purpose.
It threat the wellbeing of employees and the success of a company in office contexts. Unfortunately, it
is often hard to understand and keep track of users’ engagement and working loads. In the long term,
employees experiencing disengagement and job dissatisfaction often encounter the familiar social
and chronic problem known as job burnout. Maslach et al.[4] defined the burnout syndrome along
three dimensions of: exhaustion, cynicism, and a sense of inefficacy. The former two dimensions are
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usually attributed to work overload and social conflict, while the latter comes from a lack of resources
to get the job done. To resolve it, one might look to resolve the workplace problems mentioned above.
However, new development in the conceptualization of burnout points to its positive antithesis for a
solution – job engagement[3]. To define engagement is therefore to look at the opposite of burnout’s
three dimensions: energy, involvement, and a sense of efficacy (Figure 2). Interventions are more likely
to be successful if they are framed around engagement rather than the treating of burnout itself.

Figure 2: The metrics of burnout vs en-
gagement based on [3] & [4]. The icon de-
signs were adopted from Elias Bikbulatov
and Eucalyp’s artworks published on flati-
con.com.

Evidently, engagement is not only a crucial measure for a company’s success, but a goal to aim for
in combating chronic employee problems. However, engagement is a measure that is difficult to stay
cognizant or even aware of. Without knowing when the problem of disengagement starts to manifest,
it is not possible to tailor solutions in a timely and relevant manner. Becoming conscientious of it
is a crucial first step in acknowledging workplace problems and empowering movement towards a
better working habit in digital era. There are a wide variety of measures which may be employed to
learn about a user’s state, such as eye tracking, facial expression analysis, electroencephalography, or
heart rate, etc. Among them, the most sensitive measures for emotional engagement is Galvanic Skin
Response (GSR)[2]. GSR is a measure of the ever-changing conductance of our skin. The electrical
properties of our skin change when our sweat glands are triggered. While sweat may not seem closely
related to emotional engagement, our skin conductance changes both from physical activity and
emotional arousal. Sampled several times per second, the numerical value corresponds directly to a
person’s emotional engagement; a relatively high value is high engagement, and vice versa.

Figure 3: The LightPod system consists
of three components, including (1) the
GSR sensors attached on the user’s wrist,
(2) the computer algorithm running on
a Arduino board for analyzing the bio-
data and transferring to a numeric value,
and (3) the cylindrical light fixture that
could display the degree of arousal status
with the color from the cool-warm color
spectrum. The icon designs were adopted
from Freepik’s artworks published on
flaticon.com.

THE FIRST DESIGN: LIGHTPOD
In this study, we first developed a table light fixture, called LightPod, to provide people awareness of
their own emotion engagements in a work space. The LightPod system consists of three components
(see Figure 3 and 4). First, there is a wristband embedded the GSR sensors to measure the subtle
changes in skin conductivity. Second, there is a computer algorithm which analyzes the sensor data
and interprets the user’s arousal status. Finally, the value translated to RGB value for setting light
color on LightPod. To eliminate the human tendency of direct reactions on specific colors used in
MoodLight[5], we chose the warm (yellow) to cool (blue) to represent the high to low arousal status.
The midpoint between these two extremes was a desaturated white light. Animations were also
implemented for smooth transitions in abrupt steps that engaged whenever values moved between
certain ranges. This enable LightPod to convey various degree of notifications to the users [1].

EVALUATION
We set up a group scenario to explore the social aspects of a public display of emotional engagement
in the workplace, similar to the approach used in [5]. The LightPods were calibrated to the three
participants sitting at a large table in front of a computer. With the prototypes in front of them, they
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could see each other’s LightPods at all times, but were allowed to conceal or disable their own at
will. While connected to the LightPods, the participants watched three videos (between two and six
minutes each) meant to elicit a range of emotional responses. After watching the videos, participants
were engaged in a 20-minute semi-structured interview in which they were asked as a group to reflect
on their experiences and comment on potential applications. A total of 9 master students (five males
and four females, aged 24-28) from the authors’ department were recruited. Test groups of three
participants were formed with mixed genders and who already knew each other well. This was so
that the test remain comfortable despite the somber short films, and so that participants would be
willing to engage with each other on an emotional level.

Figure 4: The usage of the LightPod proto-
type system.

FINDINGS
The visualizations of engagement were understood well in almost all instances; little clarification
was needed. When the conversation shifted to potential benefits, the participants became excited
and optimistic, a status that was reflected by the LightPods and itself remarked upon several times.
Several benefits were identified, including better adjusting work/break habits, knowing oneself,
not interrupting colleagues, being supportive towards colleagues, and better administering human
resources and office wellbeing. While inquiring their present work habits, all but two participants
acknowledged that they have difficulty in staying aware of their efficiency and output. Some reported
that they often forgot to do momentary reflections. When they tried to reflect, it usually was weeks
later or in the end of semester. This delay in identifying the situation and problem is one of the main
things that could be helped by increasing self-awareness through LightPod. The real-time feedback
could trigger people’s attentions and involvement on reflecting their own behaviors. One participant
identified deeper self-discovery benefits potentially available. Looking to narrow down her upcoming
career choices, P4 remarked that an objective measure would be helpful in revealing which types
of work most engage her. Similarly, P2 remarked that for a manager it would be helpful to know
which types of tasks are more compatible with which employees so that work can be assigned more
appropriately. This could also lead to improving the collective sense of efficacy. Based on those insight,
we redesigned the light fixture to show the intentions of social interactions in the work space.

THE SECOND DESIGN PROPOSAL: ELEMENT
In the second iteration, we redesign the light texture with additional expression of shape change.
Element is both a task light and an ambient display of engagement (see Figure 5 ). Task lighting is
handled by a Philips Hue Light bulb in the center. The ambient display of engagement is visualized
through both shape and color change. Shape-change was added for two reasons. The first reason
concerns the peripheries of human attention and visual perception, as both are where this display
would find itself most of the time. Human eyesight is highly limited in its color-sensing capabilities in
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its periphery[6]. Therefore, a purely color-based peripheral display may go unnoticed more often than
intended. Secondly, a drastic shape change presents more opportunities for interpretation. These are
strong associations that are more significant than simple color change. The Element light operates in
a similar frequency as other body language cues in the workplace. This ambient technology could
capitalize on people’s needs to feel connected to others, and on enhancing awareness of dynamic
information about factors beyond their immediately-perceivable surroundings[7]. To understand users’

Figure 5: The demonstration of shape
change in the prototype of Element. The
video could be accessed via: https://vimeo.
com/251813730

opinions on Element, we exhibited the prototype in a public demonstration and collected feedback
from 30 visitors. The form factors, visual aesthetic, level of finish, and movements of the lamp were all
very warmly received by them. Most were optimistic about its potentials, and enthusiastic about the
possibilities of biodata and its effect on our lives.

CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present the design of LightPod and Element that utilized the real-time biosensor data
to present a user’s emotion engagement through color and shape change. It is found that the designs
can aid office culture on two levels: on an intrapersonal level, they could facilitate self-discovery on his
own working habits and engagement; in the interpersonal context, they helps people understand one
another better and thereby interact more appropriately without disturbing each other. We conclude
that the improved understanding of ourselves and our colleagues at work could promote people’s
wellbeing and aid in healthier engagements for preventing chronic burnout in the digital era.
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